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Jazz has played an important role in the history of South Africa, and since 
the mid-twentieth century, the country probably features the strongest 
jazz scene on the continent. The jazz that was created in  places such as 
Sophiatown in the 1950s was part of a lively urban culture. It was pro-
gressive and cosmopolitan in its outlook, taking the Harlem  Renaissance 
as a point of reference and source of inspiration. Jazz then was a means 
to express the aspirations of a disenfranchised population and to assert 
humanity in a dehumanising environment. If the 1950s were the high 
time of swinging and stomping township jazz, the 1960s saw young mu-
sicians pushing the boundaries of their music, developing cutting-edge, 
radical sounds. The tightening of the apartheid system, the limits set to 
their development and interracial co-operation and the constant harass-
ment by the authorities drove a great number of musicians into exile.  
Sathima Bea Benjamin, Dollar Brand (Abdullah  Ibrahim), Johnny Dyani,  
 Mongezi Feza, Johnny Geertze, Chris McGregor, Makaya Ntshoko, 
Dudu  Pukwana, Miriam Makeba, Hugh Masekela, Louis Moholo and 
Philip Tabane are just a few of that first wave of exiled musicians. With 
enormous energy based on the experience of apartheid and exile, these 
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South African jazz artists fuelled the international jazz scene, most es-
pecially free jazz. Unfortunately, many of them perished in that creative 
fire.

In the 1990s, jazz again provided a soundtrack, this time to the mak-
ing of the new South Africa. While the African Jazz Pioneers toured 
internationally as cultural ambassadors transporting an ever catchy jive 
based on the music of the 1950s, musicians from a new generation were 
exploring different ways of interpreting South African jazz. In places 
such as the Bassline in Melville, they created new sounds for a new South 
Africa. Some of the musicians emblematic for a scene that has consisten-
tly pushed South African jazz further include Zim Ngqawana, Andile 
Yenana, Feya Faku, Moses Molelekwa, Sipho Gumede, Gito Baloi, 
Vusi Mahlasela, Louis Mhlanga, Carlo Mombelli, Marcus Wyatt, Mac 
McKenzie, Hilton Schilder, McCoy Mrubata and Paul Hanmer. They 
explored the meaning of jazz and the country’s rich musical heritage in 
new and diverse ways, challenging conventions and experimenting with 
formats. This resulted in instances of fusion, cross-over and avant-garde 

jazz. In contrast to this rich and dynamic scene, the international mu-
sic market is largely dominated by a few well-established artists from 
the first generation of exiled musicians. Top scorers are the late Miriam 
Makeba, Hugh Masekela and Abdullah Ibrahim, whereas the truly dy-
namic current generation of South African artists hardly gets the inter-
national attention it deserves. Basel, however, has become one of the 
few places worldwide where the new South African jazz scene regularly 
receives exposure. The Basel audience has indeed acquired a taste and 
understanding for contemporary jazz from South Africa.

CELEBRATING 2004  
WITH SOUTH AFRICAN JAZZ

The celebration of the first decade of democracy in South Africa in 2004 
offered an occasion to run a series of South African jazz concerts at the 
bird’s eye jazz club – the go-to spot for jazz lovers in Basel – in partner-
ship with the Centre for African Studies Basel. The bird’s eye audience 
was thrilled by the performances of the Bheki Mseleku Quintet feat-
uring Feya Faku, Enoch Mthalane, Bongani Sokhela and Lulu Gontsana 
as well as Sean Bergin’s Nansika from the Netherlands paid an emotion-
al tribute to the music of Pukwana, Dyani, McGregor and Abdullah 
Ibrahim and, finally, a Cape Jazz outfit featuring Robbie Jansen, Mac 
McKenzie, Hilton Schilder, Steven Erasmus and Jack Momple. This first 
series of concerts quite naturally developed into a continuous flow of 
South African musicians to Basel and today the bird’s eye has made a 
name for itself in South Africa. Numerous are the requests of South 
 African jazz artists to perform here. For some of these artists, Basel be-
came a stepping stone on their way to the “heaven of free jazz” – the Jazz 
Festival Willisau. This was the case with the late Zim Ngqawana who 
recorded his CD Zimology Quartet: Live at Bird’s Eye, Switzerland in 2007.

EXCHANGE AND  
COOPERATION

Feya Faku became the first artist in residence in 2006 – an idea that goes 
back to the late drummer Lulu Gontsana. On the occasion of the very first 
concerts I organised with the Bheki Mseleku Quintet in April 2004, Lulu 
voiced his wish to spend some time in Basel to develop his ideas. Unfortu-
nately, he passed away just as the necessary funds had been raised. How-
ever, since then residencies have become an institution through which, in 
addition to Feya Faku, Siya Makuzeni, Hilton Schilder, Carlo Mombelli, 
Marcus Wyatt, Bokani Dyer and Herbie Tsoaeli have also had the op-
portunity to stay for one to two months in Basel, cooperate with young 
and established musicians alike, develop new ideas and record their mu-
sic. These encounters have, in turn, resulted in long-lasting collaborations, 
friendships and visits by Swiss musicians to South Africa. One of the most 
astonishing results from these activities has been the Goema Symphony, 
composed by Mac McKenzie. Mac’s fame is grounded in the legendary 
rock outfit the Genuines and, later, the jazzy Goema Captains. This band 
translated the sound and rhythm of the Cape Town carnival into new 
idioms and took it, in Mac’s words, “to the penthouse”. The Cape Town 
carnival finds its roots in the Cape slave culture, which later became the 
basis for the local working class culture. In 2005, the time had come to 
take it to yet another level – the symphonic concert hall. It was in Basel 
that Mac first had the opportunity to present his new musical language, 
first with a jazz outfit, later to be enlarged by a string section and, finally, a 
Friendship Orchestra. Today he runs regular concert series with the Cape 
Town Goema Orchestra at SABC Studios. Through his Cape Town Com-
posers’ Workshop, other musicians, both young and established, receive 
the opportunity to present their works for and with this orchestra. On the 
basis of these activities Mac became the main character in the award-win-
ning documentary Mama Goema – the Cape Town Beat in Five Movements. 

CREATING A SENSE OF HOME 
AND HUMANITY
In Cape Town, the carnival and the music rooted in the traditions of 
Cape slaves have become the means to create humane conditions in the 
harsh setting of the Cape Flats, to which a huge part of the Cape Town 
populace was relocated during the apartheid era. Music has helped re-
assert the right of the people of the Flats to the inner city. The capti-
vating beat, today labelled Goema, has not only become a key element 
in creating Cape identity among those classified as “coloureds” by the 
apartheid state, it is also a sound and a feeling that nurtures a sense of 
place and speaks to Capetonians far and wide. Much as was the case 
with  Sophiatown jazz in the 1950s or with Goema in contemporary Cape 
Town, the jazz from South Africa has contributed to making Basel a 
homely place for a good number of South Africans – among them the 
late writer Lewis Nkosi and the late historian Patrick Harries. 

Veit Arlt is the coordinator of the Centre for African Studies at the  University 
of Basel. During his PhD on the history of Ghana, he started an engagement 
with the popular music traditions of that country before turning to jazz from 
South Africa.

2004   Bheki Mseleku Quintet, Sean Bergin’s Nansika, 
Robbie Jansen and the Sons of Table Mountain

2005   Cape Jazz and Duo RockArt (Hilton Schilder and 
Alex van Heerden)

2006   Residency of Feya Faku and Siya Makuzeni, Swiss 
tour of the Swiss South African Jazz Quintet, 
Mac McKenzie and the Goema Captains of Cape 
Town and Duo RockArt

2007   Beat Bag Bohemia, Tutu Puoane Quartet, Duo 
RockArt, Zimology Quartet, Paul van Kemenade 
Quintet – the South African Connection, Mac 
McKenzie and the Goema Captains of Cape Town, 
South African tour of the Swiss South African 
Jazz Quintet, residency of Makaya Ntshoko at 
the District Six Museum in Cape Town

2008   Paul Hanmer, residency of Hilton Schilder in 
Basel, Hilton Schilder and the Iconoclast, South 
Easter Project, Duo RockArt, Zimology Quartet, 
Rogue State Alliance, Beat Bag Bohemia, Swiss 
South African Jazz Quintet, Feya Faku Quintet 
(including a recording), Symposium Ten Years of 
Hip Hop and Jazz. Cooperation and exchange, 
supported by Pro Helvetia Cape Town

2009   A Tribute to Alex van Heerden, Paul Hanmer 
and McCoy Mrubata Duo, Hilton Schilder and 
the Iconoclast, Mac McKenzie and the Goema 
Captains of Cape Town, Master Class of Ayanda 
Sikade with Makaya Ntshoko in Basel, Carlo 
Mombelli and the Prisoners of Strange, exercise 
course New Music in Africa

2010   Residency of Carlo Mombelli, Mac McKenzie, 
Kyle Shepherd Quartet, Udai Mazumdar and 
Derek Gripper (tour and recording in South 
Africa)

2011   Tutu Puoane Sextet, Beat Bag Bohemia, 
Udai Mazumdar and Derek Gripper (tour in 
 Switzerland), Paul Hanmer Quartet, Mac 
 McKenzie’s Goema Ensemble

2012   Residency of Marcus Wyatt, Mac McKenzie and 
the Friendship Orchestra, Kesivan Naidoo and 
the Lights, Carlo Mombelli, Kyle Shepherd Trio

2013   Hilton Schilder and The Iconoclast, Feya Faku 
Quintet (including a studio recording), Carlo 
Mombelli and the Prisoners of Strange European 
Edition (including a studio recording), Marcus 
Wyatt Quartet

2014   Paul Hanmer, the Rainmakers, Derek Gripper, 
Bokani Dyer Quintet, residency of Herbie Tsoaeli

2015   The Rainmakers, Dominic Egli’s Pluralism, Black 
Box, Carlo Mombelli, Bokani Dyer Quintet, 
residency of McCoy Mrubata, Marcus Wyatt 
Quartet

2016   Andile Yenana Quartet, Feya Faku Quintet, 
Marcus Wyatt Quartet, residency of Nduduzo 
Makhathini

2017   Andile Yenana Sextet, Blue Notes Tribute, Swiss 
South African Jazz Quintet, Nduduzo Makhathini 
Quartet, Marcus Wyatt Quartet

CHRONOLOGY OF  
SOUTH AFRICAN JAZZ ARTISTS  
AT THE BIRD’S EYE JAZZ CLUB

The late Robbie Jansen (saxophone) with Mac McKenzie performing in one of the unforgettable early 
shows in the series. Picture: Katrin Kusmierz, 30 October 2004.

The Duo RockArt of the late Alex van Heerden (accordion and trumpet, loopstation and effects) and 
Hilton Schilder (piano, uhadi and guitar) was one of the most innovative and exciting outfits the new South 
Africa has to offer. Picture: Katrin Kusmierz, 26 June 2005.

The residencies of South African artists also involve cooperation with students of the Jazz School Basel: 
Siya Makuzeni (vocals), Kaspar von Grünigen (bass) and Daniel Mudrack (drums).
Picture: Veit Arlt, May 2006.

South African Jazz
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CONCERT REVIEW: 
ZIM NGQAWANA AT THE BIRD’S EYE JAZZ CLUB 
27 – 28 APRIL 2007
Lewis Nkosi

“South Africans are coming!” is now the usual cry in jazz circles of this 
middle-sized Swiss town whenever our musicians are billed to play at the 
famous Basel jazz club, the bird’s eye, on Kohlenberg Street. Our musicians 
first came here during the dark days of apartheid and they still keep coming. 
In the 1960s Abdullah Ibrahim was for some years resident pianist at the 
Atlantis, just down the street from the bird’s eye, and returns every year for 
a concert – in memoria, as it were. Another musician who has served time 
– is that the right expression? – is Makaya Ntshoko, who sometimes accom-
panied Ibrahim on drums, and is still here minding the store. Recently the 
drummer formed his own jazz group that he named nostalgically Makaya’s 
New Tsotsis.

As far as I know, there are no tsotsis in this pleasant Swiss town which lies 
at the very crossroads of three countries in Europe – Switzerland, Germany 
and France – except, of course, but who knows! Basel has played host to 
some dubious characters, including the great German philosopher,  Friedrich 
Nietzsche, who finally went mad some years before he died. Nietzsche was 
for ten years professor of Philology at the University of Basel; sadly he 
 attempted to find a wife here but “to no avail”. So the story goes! This is 
surprising since, apart from being one of the friendliest towns, Basel also 
contains some of the most marriageable women in Europe.

In recent years Basel has played host to world musicians of every ilk, from 
Japanese virtuoso violinists to American jazz musicians like John Marsalis 
or Sonny Rollins; but the South Africans are great favourites, with the 
likes of Miriam Makeba, Bheki Mseleku, Mac McKenzie’s Cape Jazz, and 
Robbie Jansen beating a well-trodden path to the headwaters of the Rhine. 
They have been celebrating anything from township jazz, District Six car-
nival music, and the rarely heard sounds of the San Rock Art group [ed. 
Nkosi refers to the Duo RockArt composed of Hilton Schilder and the 
late Alex van Heerden]. We were just getting ready to commemorate South 
Africa’s National Freedom Day in Bern, while awaiting the arrival of Dee 
Dee Bridgewater and her Mali-Jazz Orchestra, when the cry was heard 
once again “The South Africans are coming!” This was to announce the 
arrival of the most astonishingly innovative jazz from South Africa Basel 
has heard for a long time. The Port Elizabeth-born Zim Ngqawana, de-
scribed in the bird’s eye newsletter as “probably one of the most progressive 
and versatile musicians to emerge from the new South Africa”, brought his 

quartet into town at the end of April. Performing on a variety of instru-
ments that featured him on alto-tenor sax, flute, mbira and mouth con-
certina, during the evening’s activities Ngqawana led his quartet through 
compositions based on South African traditional and township jazz, from 
AmaPondo laments to District Six carnival dance music. Along the way 
you could hear the grunting of gida dance music, to moans of the mouth 
concertina and xylophone which brought back the memory of all those 
familiar childhood sounds which used to fill train coaches transporting 
mine workers to and from Johannesburg. As South African jazz-lovers 
probably know, Ngqawana is so multi-talented, a man of so many parts, 
that trying to pin him down to any single role is nearly futile. But he is 
encouraged in his irrepressible mischief by a trio of three extremely gifted 
musicians, from bass-player Herbie Tsoaeli and Ayanda Sikade on drums, 
to the back-scratching collusion of his pianist Nduduzo Makhathini, one 
of the most bracing, if not abrasive, jazz pianists to emerge from South 
Africa in the 1990s. Nduduzo had already been here before, scaring the 
daylights out of the Swiss with clusters of chords and runs on the key-
board that can evoke at will Monk or Abdullah Ibrahim, not to mention 
all his other American jazz mentors. This makes for a repertoire which is 
a ceaseless exploration of anything from European classics to Indian mu-
sical idioms. Above all, these guys are endowed with a formidable energy. 
They are totally driven. The energy is effusive but finally not wasteful. As 
the first set wears on without a break no one knows how it will all end. 
After repeated mauling of the piano for over an hour a Swiss woman said: 
“Someone is going to have to pay for retuning that piano!”

The man who is chiefly responsible for bringing out here most of our ex-
perimental musicians is, of course, Veit Arlt, a researcher at the Centre 
for African Studies Basel who also doubles up as the musically sensitive 
impresario at the bird’s eye. Arlt travels often to South Africa where he 
spends his time listening to the newest sounds.

This review was written by the late Lewis Nkosi in Basel for an unidentified South 
African Newspaper and is dated 10.05.2007. It is published here courtesy of 
 Nkosi’s partner Astrid Starck. Basel had become the writer’s temporary home in 
the later part of his life. He stayed in an apartment overlooking the river Rhine and 
was a frequent visitor to the bird’s eye jazz club.

The 2007 concert of the Zimology Quartet was the occasion for an encounter of three legendary artists: the late Zim Ngqawana (right), the drummer Makaya Ntshoko (left) and the late writer 
Lewis Nkosi (centre). Picture: Veit Arlt, April 2007.

Zim Ngqawana At The Bird’s Eye Jazz Club
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Tinga Tinga Cinema & Bar is a temporary platform for 
ethnographic and socially relevant films dealing with 
historical events in Africa as well as current realties for 
 Africans in Europe. The title makes reference to the 
television series Tinga Tinga Tales and the tourist- oriented  
Tingatinga paintings from East Africa, and is intended as a 
provocation to question clichés and complexities  in repre-
senting Africa. The screenings are presented by  E 3600 
scien tific artworks, a non-profit association whose goal is 
to blur the line that separates art from science.  For the 
three consecutive evenings of ECAS, participants are in-
vited to a social space to engage with filmmaking  produced 
in the context of cultural studies and social sciences as 
well as artistic productions. E 3600 presents films  from   
 the GIEFF (German International Ethnographic Film 
 Festival) archive as well as other audio-visual scholarly 
perspectives on the African continent related to the is-
sues  addressed at this year’s ECAS. Every evening fea-
tures a special guest and an opportunity for discussion and 
debate.

Engelhof-Keller, Deutsches Seminar, 
Nadelberg 4, Basel
29.6. – 1.7.2017 I 19:00 – 23:00

THIS IS EUROPE
29.6.2017 I 20:00
Director: Michael Westrich
2016, 40 min, English, French and Spanish with 
English subtitles

This is Europe follows an encounter between a European 
anthropologist and a young African Sans Papiers. The 
film unfolds as a research journey, interrupted by intimate 
moments, unexpected conversations, self-promotion on 
Facebook and atmospheric shots that paint a personal 
and rare portrait of the struggles migrants face at one 
of the European border regime’s oldest hot spots. As a 
video essay, this film also highlights the ethnographic 
gaze that has become ingrained in these conflicts. The 
film was produced in the context of a doctoral project on 
“border-thinking cosmopolitanism” at the Institute for 
European Anthropology at Humboldt University Berlin.

BORDERS
29.6.2017 I 21:00
Director: Jacqueline van Vugt
2013, 87 min, Dutch and French with English subtitles

Arriving at a border can be exciting, scary and uncomfort-
able. In a split second you are on the alert. Power is not in 
your own hands anymore; the guards are in control. They 
check your papers, your luggage, even your body.  Borders 
takes off at the Schiphol Airport Detention  Centre in 
Amsterdam where we encounter Clara, who has been 
living in the Netherlands for 16 years and is now being de-
ported. Back in Nigeria, her country of origin, the journey 
starts anew. Border by border, the film follows the pro-
tagonist from Nigeria to the Netherlands, a route taken 
by many migrants. As the border posts change, so do the 
people, colours, climate and use of technical equipment – 
but the power dynamic remains the same. 

Tinga Tinga Cinema & Bar ist eine temporäre Plattform 
für ethnographische und sozialkritische Filme, die sich mit 
historischen Ereignissen in Afrika sowie auch mit gegen-
wärtigen Realitäten von Afrikanerinnen und Afrikanern   
in Europa befassen. Der Name bezieht sich auf die Fern-
sehserie  der Tinga Tinga Tales, sowie auf die grösstenteils 
für den Tourismus produzierte Tingatinga Kunst aus Ost-
afrika und dient der Provokation, um Clichés und Kom-
plexitäten in Repräsentationen von Afrika zu hinterfragen. 
Die Filmvorführungen werden von E 3600 scientific art-
works organisiert, einer gemeinnützigen Organisation mit 
dem Ziel, Kunst und Wissenschaft einander näherzubrin-
gen. Während drei aufeinanderfolgenden Abenden wird 
das Publikum während der ECAS eingeladen, sich mit 
Filmproduktion im Kontext von Kulturwissenschaften und 
Sozialwissenschaften, aber auch künstlerischer Arbeit aus-
einanderzusetzen. E 3600 präsentiert Filme aus dem Ar-
chiv des GIEFF (German International Ethnographic Film 
 Festival), sowie auch andere audiovisuelle akademische Per-
spektiven auf den afrikanischen Kontinent im Hinblick auf 
das Thema der diesjährigen ECAS. An jedem Abend wird 
ein eingeladener Gast anwesend sein und es werden Gelegen-
heiten für Diskussionen und Debatten geschaffen.

TINGA TINGA  
CINEMA & BAR

I DON’T TOUCH THE GOLD 
30.6.2017 I 20:00
Director: Paulina Pisarek
2013, 47 min, French, Pular and Malinke  
with English subtitles

People from all over West Africa stream to the village 
of Bantaco in Senegal, obsessed with finding gold. Ev-
eryone, that is, except Mama Sissoko. She doesn’t care 
about gold. She is busy killing germs, keeping the streets 
clean, looking after sick sex workers and talking to people 
about the dangers in searching for gold. Equipped with a 
Go-Pro-camera, Mama Sissoko, a miner and others in 
the village are invited to present, as filmmakers, their own 
points of view.

Feature FILM

LEAVING AFRICA
30.6.2017 I 21:00
Director: Iiris Härmä
2015, 85 min, Finnish and Luganda with English 
subtitles 

Finish Riitta and Ugandan Kata are both women in their 
sixties working in sexual health education. After living 
in Uganda for 27 years, Riita has become part of Kata’s 
family and finds it difficult to leave. Before returning to 
Finland, she assists her friend to organize a workshop 
to encourage a discussion on sex and gender equality 
amongst the religious leaders of the region. When they 
learn about an anonymous letter of complaint addressed 
to the Ugandan Parliament, the women find themselves 
trapped in a chain of events that seem to jeopardise their 
entire life’s work. Leaving Africa is a story about friend-
ship, empowerment and the challenges one encounters 
in the fight against corruption, tribalism and homopho-
bia.

MAJUB’S JOURNEY 
1.7.2017 I 20:00
Director: Eva Knopf
2013, 50 min, German with English subtitles

“I wanted to give him his first starring role posthu-
mously", explains filmmaker Eva Knopf of her desire 
to tell the story of actor Majub bin Adam Mohamed 
Hussein. Born in 1904 in Dar es Salaam, East Africa, 
he served in the German army during the First World 
War. In the 1930s Majub travelled to Berlin to claim 
the unpaid salary that he had earned as a colonial sol-
dier. He remained in Germany, then under Nazi reign, 
where he was frequently hired as an actor. Although 
Majub became a favourite of the German cinema 
industry, playing alongside Hans Albers, Heinz Rüh-
mann and Zarah Leander, he principally assumed the 
role of a servant. Majub’s Journey reveals a fascinating 
persona contrasted against the backdrop of Germany’s 
colonial past. 

Die Finnin Riitta und die Uganderin Kata sind in ihren 
Sechzigern und leisten sexuelle Aufklärungsarbeit.  Riitta, 
die 27 Jahre in Uganda lebte und Teil von Katas Fami-
lie wurde, fällt es schwer, diesen Ort zu verlassen. Vor 
ihrer Rückkehr nach Finnland hilft sie ihrer Freundin, 
einen Workshop zu organisieren, der die lokalen, religi-
ösen Führer anregen soll, sich dem Dialog über Sex und 
Geschlechtergleichstellung zu öffnen. Als sie von einem 
anonymen Beschwerdebrief an das ugandische Parlament 
erfahren, scheint dies eine Kettenreaktion auszulösen, die 
ihr Lebenswerk in Gefahr bringt. Der Film erzählt von 
Freundschaft, Stärke und den Herausforderungen bei der 
Bekämpfung von Korruption, Tribalismus und Homo-
phobie.

„Ich wollte ihm posthum seine erste Hauptrolle geben“, 
so die Filmemacherin Eva Knopf über Majub bin Adam 
Mohamed Hussein. Er wurde 1904 in Dar es Salaam 
geboren und kämpfte als ostafrikanischer Kolonialsoldat 
für die deutsche Armee im 1. Weltkrieg. Um einzufor-
dern, was ihm als Lohn zustand, reiste er in den 1930er 
Jahren nach Berlin und wurde zum Lieblingsstatisten der 
Filmindustrie in Nazi-Deutschland. Er spielte u.a. an 
der Seite von Hans Albers, Heinz Rühmann und Zarah 
Leander. Es ist ein Film entstanden, der eine faszinie-
rende Persönlichkeit vor dem Hintergrund der deutschen 
Kolonialvergangenheit schildert.

This is Europe erzählt von der Begegnung eines eu-
ropäischen Anthropologen mit einem afrikanischen 
Sans-Papiers. Die Recherchereise wird von persönlichen 
Momenten, unerwarteten Konversationen, Selbstinsze-
nierungen auf Facebook und atmosphärischen Bildern 
unterbrochen, die ein intimes Bild der Hürden zeich-
nen, mit denen die Migranten an einem der ältesten 
Hot Spots des europäischen Grenzregimes zu kämpfen 
haben. Gleichzeitig wird in Form eines Videoessays der 
ethnographsche Blick reflektiert, der sich in die lokalen 
Auseinandersetzungen eingeschrieben hat. Der Film ist 
Teil einer Promotionsforschung über „Kosmopolitismus 
an der Grenze“ am Institut für Europäische Ethnologie 
der Humboldt Universität Berlin.

Bei einer Grenze anzukommen, kann Vieles sein: aufregend, 
angsteinflössend, unangenehm. In Sekundenschnelle ist man 
in Alarmbereitschaft und wird seiner Eigenständigkeit be-
raubt. Grenzbeamte übernehmen die Kontrolle – sie prüfen 
Papiere, Gepäck und Körper. Borders beginnt am Flugha-
fen von Amsterdam, wo Clara, die 16 Jahre in den Nieder-
landen gelebt hat, nun abgeschoben wird. Zurück in ihrem 
Heimatland Nigeria beginnt sie ihre Reise von Neuem. Von 
Grenze zu Grenze folgt ihr der Film auf einer Route, die von 
vielen Migranten genutzt wird. Grenzstationen, Menschen, 
Farben, Klima und technische Ausrüstung ändern sich – die 
Machtverhältnisse bleiben jedoch bestehen.

Mama Sissoko macht sich nichts aus Gold – und das in der 
senegalesischen Stadt Bantaco, in die Goldsucher aus ganz 
Westafrika strömen. Sie dagegen ist damit beschäftigt, den 
Müll in den Strassen zu entsorgen, sich um die kranken Sex-
arbeiterinnen zu kümmern und über die Gesundheitsrisiken 
bei der Goldsuche aufzuklären. Sie entsagt sich der Dyna-
mik des Dorfes, die von den Regeln der Goldsuche dominiert 
wird. Eine Go-Pro-Kamera wird zwischen den Dorfbewoh-
ner hin- und hergereicht und Mama Sissoko, ein Minen-
arbeiter und andere Personen werden dazu eingeladen, als 
Filmemacher ihre eigene Sicht auf die Dinge zeigen.

FEATURE FILM

Majubs Reise, Eva Knopf.

THE CHAIRMAN AND  
THE LIONS

1.7.2017 I 21:00
Directors: Peter Biella and Kelly Askew
2012, 46 min, Maa and Swahili with English subtitles

Political, social and economic changes in East  Africa 
have forced most of the Maasai to give up their 
semi-nomadic independence and to adopt a sedentary 
lifestyle. In a Tanzanian village, a community faces the 
challenges caused by land grab, migration of young 
people, lack of access to education, and the govern-
ment’s refusal to recognise the village. Maasai leader 
and chairman of the village, Frank Ikoyo, looks to his 
closest confidants and oldest friends for any advice 
that could help him to solve these problems.

Politische, soziale und ökonomische Veränderungen 
zwingen die Massai in Ostafrika, ihren ursprünglich no-
madischen Lebensstil aufzugeben und sesshaft zu werden. 
Probleme mit der Regierung um die Anerkennung ihrer 
Dörfer, schlechter Zugang zu Bildung und die Land-
flucht der Jugend zwingen sie ebenfalls zu einem Um-
denken. In einem Dorf in Tansania konsultiert Vorstand 
Frank Ikoyo seine Vertrauten und ältesten Freunde, um 
Ratschläge zu erbitten und Erfahrungen auszutauschen, 
die ihm helfen könnten, diese Probleme zu lösen.
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Kultkino Atelier, Theaterstrasse 7, Basel

 

KONGO AM RHEIN 
– CINEMA

Feature FILM

IMAGE AFRIQUE FILMREIHE

Zwischen dem 18. und dem 21. Juni 2017 zeigt Image 
Afrique im Kino Sputnik im Kulturhaus Palazzo in Liestal 
sechs Spielfilme aus und über Afrika. Kurator der Film-
reihe ist Eric van Grasdorff. Der Politikwissenschaftler 
veranstaltete von 2004 bis 2016 die monatliche Film-
reihe African Reflections in den Berliner Hackesche Höfe 
Kinos. Ausserdem leitete er mehrere Jahre die deutsche 
Sektion von AfricAvenir, einer politisch unabhängigen 
und gemeinnützigen Nichtregierungsorganisation, die 
sich auf dem Gebiet der politischen Bildung sowie der 
Wissensproduktion und -verbreitung aus afrikanischer 
Perspektive sowohl in Afrika als auch in Europa engagiert.

Thematisch befassen sich die ausschliesslich zeitgenössi-
schen Filme mit brisanten politischen und gesellschaft-
lichen Themen des heutigen Afrikas, wie etwa Frauen-
rechte, Rassismus oder Bildung. So erzählt der tunesische 
Film À peine j’ouvre les yeux der Regisseurin Leyla Bouzid 
die Geschichte der lebenslustigen Farah, die gerade die 
Schule beendete und davon träumt Musikerin zu werden. 
Es ist Sommer 2010, die Spannungen im Land sind spür-
bar, die Liedtexte von Farahs Band erregen rasch die Auf-
merksamkeit des Geheimdienstes und so wird die Sänge-
rin unerwartet mit den Folgen ihrer Musik konfrontiert. 
In ihrem Film Des Étoiles widmet sich die vielfach preis-
gekrönte Regisseurin Dyana Gaye dem Leben ihrer Pro-
tagonistinnen und Protagonisten im Exil in Turin, Dakar 
und New York. Ihre Wege kreuzen und verlieren sich 
wieder. Gaye zeichnet in ihrem Film ein aktuelles Bild der 
Situation von Migrantinnen und Migranten mit all seinen 
Härten, Hoffnungen und Träumen nach. Zum schweize-
rischen Beitrag des Programms, der Komödie Usgrächnet 
Gähwilers, die humoristisch mit der zweifelhaften Dop-
pelmoral des Schweizer Kleinbürgertums spielt, findet 
im Anschluss an die Vorführung ein Gespräch mit dem 
Regisseur Martin Guggisberg statt.

AYA DE YOPOUGON
18.6.2017 I 16:00

Regie: Marguerite Abouet, Clément Oubrerie
Frankreich, 2013. 84 Min., FSK 14, f/d/e
(Animation, Drama, Liebesfilm)

Basierend auf dem gleichnamigen international erfolg-
reichen sechsteiligen Comic von Marguerite Abouet 
und Clément Oubrerie erzählt der Animationsfilm die 
Geschichte einer jungen Frau namens Aya in Yopougon, 
einem quirligen Viertel von Abidjan. Aya versucht dort 
nicht nur sich gegen die streng konservativen Vorstellun-
gen ihres Vaters durchzusetzen, sondern steht auch ihren 
Freundinnen in Lebens- und Liebesfragen mit fantasie-
vollem Rat und Tat zur Seite. Ein detailverliebter und 
origineller Animationsfilm über soziale Unterschiede, 
 Patriarchat und Emanzipation in einem westafrikanischen 
Land wie der Elfenbeinküste.

Kino Sputnik, Am Bahnhofplatz, Liestal
18. – 21.6.2017

USGRÄCHNET GÄHWILERS
18.6.2017 I 18:00
Regisseur anwesend/Director is present

Regie: Martin Guggisberg
Schweiz, 2016. 91 Min., e (Komödie)

Therese und Ralph Gähwiler führen ein idyllisches bür-
gerliches Leben in einer kleinen Schweizer Stadt. Therese 
vertreibt sich die Zeit mit moderner Kunst und ihrem Da-
ckel. Ralph arbeitet an seinem Durchbruch in der lokalen 
Politik geleitet von der Devise: kompetent, entschieden, 
klar. Noch konservativer und verklemmter als die Gähwi-
lers sind ihre neureichen Nachbarn: Ralphs politischer 
Verbündeter Peter und dessen Frau Monika. Das Leben 
von Therese und Ralph wird auf den Kopf gestellt, als sich 
ihr afrikanischer Gärtner Ngundu bei der Arbeit verletzt. 
Er kann nicht mehr gehen, will aber keinesfalls ins Kran-
kenhaus. So haben die Gähwilers keine andere Wahl als 
ihn in ihrem Haus zu behalten – aber ausser Sichtweite.

LA PIROGUE / DIE PIROGE
19.6.2017 I 18:00

Regie: Moussa Touré
Senegal, 2012. 87 Min., FSK 12, f/d 
(Drama)

La Pirogue erzählt vom senegalesischen Fischer Baye 
Laye, der sich widerwillig überreden lässt, eine  Gruppe 
von Migrant*innen über den Atlantik zu den Kanari-
schen Inseln zu bringen. Die dreissig Männer an Bord 
des schlichten Motorboots, das eigentlich für den Küs-
tenfischfang gebaut ist, haben alle teuer bezahlt für die 
Überfahrt und träumen von Karrieren als Fussballer und 
Musiker oder einfach nur davon, in Europa ein vernünf-
tiges Auskommen zu finden. Und so beginnt die gefahr-
volle Reise auf der Piroge, die sie vor grosse Herausforde-
rungen stellen wird.

DES ÉTOILES / UNTERM  
STERNENHIMMEL
19.6.2017 I 20:15

Regie: Dyana Gaye
Frankreich, Belgien, Senegal, 2014. 88 Min., FSK 6, d
(Drama) 

Zwischen Turin, Dakar und New York, blickt der Film 
auf das Leben dreier Charaktere im Exil, deren Wege 
sich kreuzen und wieder verlieren. Im Laufe der Zeit 
wiederholen sich die Muster ihrer individuellen Ge-
schichten – durch die Diversität der Metropolen, die 
sie durchqueren und die Dinge, die ihnen begegnen, 
vereinen sich ihre Schicksale letztendlich alle unter 
demselben Sternenhimmel. Die vielfach preisgekrönte 
Regisseurin Dyana Gaye begleitet ihre Protagonist*in-
nen durch die verschiedenen Städte und entwirft in 
ihrem Film ein aktuelles Bild der Situation von Emi-
grant*innen mit all seinen Härten, Hoffnungen und 
Träumen.

AYANDA AND THE MECHANIC
20.6.2017 I 20:15

Regie: Sara Blecher
Südafrika, 2015. 105 Min., d
(Drama, Liebesfilm)

In einem pulsierenden und diversen Stadtteil von 
 Johannesburg restauriert die 21-jährige energische 
Ayanda alte Möbel und macht daraus gefragte Kult-
gegenstände. Acht Jahre nach dem Tod ihres Vaters ist 
sie fest entschlossen, seine Autowerkstatt wiederzu-
beleben, die allerdings tief verschuldet ist und vor dem 
Verkauf steht. Um das Erbe ihres Vaters zu retten, 
ersinnt Ayanda eine neue Geschäftsidee: Gemeinsam 
mit ihrem Freund David will sie Oldtimer sanieren und 
weiterverkaufen. Der Film strotzt nur so vor Energie 
und Stil, die so typisch sind für das urbane afropolitane 
Südafrika.

À PEINE J’OUVRE LES YEUX / 
KAUM ÖFFNE ICH DIE AUGEN
21.6.2017 I 20:15 

Regie: Leyla Bouzid
Tunesien, 2015. 102 Min., FSK 14, d/f
(Drama) 

Die lebenslustige Farah hat gerade die Schule beendet 
und singt in einer Rockband. Sie träumt davon, pro-
fessionelle Musikerin zu werden, ihre Eltern sähen sie 
lieber als Medizinstudentin. Proberäume und Auftritte 
jedoch sind rar und die immer gesellschaftskritischer 
werdenden Liedtexte der jungen Leute erregen die 
Aufmerksamkeit des Geheimdienstes. Farah aber ist 
verliebt und fühlt sich unverwundbar – sie singt in 
Kneipen, geniesst das Nachtleben von Tunis, während 
ihre Mutter Hayet sie am liebsten einsperren würde. 
Es ist Sommer 2010, die Spannungen im Land sind 
spürbar, und Farah wird unerwartet mit den Folgen ih-
rer Musik konfrontiert…

VIVA RIVA!
28.6.2017 I 20:30

Un film de Djo Tunda Wa Munga 2010, 80 minutes, 
lingala et français, sous-titre : français et anglais

Kinshasa où la vie nocturne semble toujours prête à en-
gloutir le temps. Quelques privilégiés mènent la grande vie. 
Ceux qui n’ont rien, ne rêvent que d’une chose, devenir ces 
nouveaux maîtres de la nuit. Riva est l’un de ces rêveurs. Il 
rentre plein aux as après dix ans d’absence. Il rêve de s’offrir 
avec son ami JM, une nuit de débauche, et de beuverie. 
Reine de la nuit, Nora danse et Riva est subjugué. La belle 
appartient à un caïd local mais Riva s’en moque. Aura-t-il sa 
chance ? Son argent, Riva l’a emprunté à son ex-patron, un 
truand angolais qui le poursuit à travers la ville en semant la 
panique sur son passage. Au point du jour, la fête se trans-
forme en cauchemar.

PYGMÉE BLUES
1.7.2017 I 16:00

Un film de Renaud Barret et Florent de La Tullaye,
2012, 52 minutes

Pygmée Blues raconte, dans un film documentaire et 
poétique, l’histoire de l’Ekonda Wengi qui quitte la 
forêt pour aller lutter  à Kinshasa pour la survie des 
Ekonda.

What does Africa have to do with World War II?

Things you should know about Africa | Radio X
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For over 25 years, Douala, the largest city of Cameroon, has been the stage 
for a very active, inspiring and socially committed institution: doual’art, 
a non-profit cultural organisation and art center dedicated to new urban 
practices in African cities, founded in 1991 by Didier Schaub and Marilyn 
Douala Manga Bell. The journey of the art center eventually culminated in 
2007 with the launch of the first edition of SUD – Salon Urbain de Douala, 
a triennial festival that has since invited an impressive number of Cameroo-
nian and international artists to engage with the city, its poorest neighbour-
hoods and their communities. Over the years, events and artworks meant 
to improve the public spaces of Douala have redesigned the city and its per-
ception by its inhabitants.

Douala’s unique experience has inspired both the art world and the scientific 
community. They have come together to learn from and share the inclusive, 
participatory processes as well as to acknowledge its artistic achievements and 
to analyse and document the impact these have had. The results of this col-
laboration are now converging at the Ausstellungsraum Klingental in Basel in 
an exhibition and a book titled Public Art in Africa that was edited by Iolanda 
Pensa (MetisPresses 2017). The exhibition MAKING DOUALA 2007-2017 
explores the relationship between cultural production and urban transforma-
tion in Africa through the SUD festival’s various editions (2007, 2010 and 
2013). It also anticipates proposals for the forthcoming SUD 2017 edition The 
Human Dimension that will take place in December 2017. It features docu-
mentary films, video recordings, models, drawings, multimedia installations 
and other media documenting SUD’s site-specific works. These surface out of 
the artists’ engagement with the communities and are realised with local re-
sources, thereby supporting local economies and integrating the projects into 
the local context. Their focus varies: they may address the issue of collective 
cultural identity by promoting historical awareness, undertake infrastructur-
al interventions or provide inventive solutions to concrete problems, create 
identity in various localities, and improve the public space through events and 
shared experiences. Besides their artistic aims and cultural relevance, these 
interventions have a strong social and political dimension, fostering valuation 
of public space and a sense of ownership thereof – something that is particu-
larly significant in the urban African context, where public space is often not 
accessible and people are systematically excluded from it.

Basel is the latest chapter of this travelling exhibition, an initiative first car-
ried out by doual’art together with Xandra Nibbeling, Kamiel Verschuren and 
 Lucas Grandin of ICU art projects, which has so far been presented at the 5th 
International Architecture Biennale Rotterdam, Dak’art and Entrepot Fictief 
in Ghent in 2012, and Gallery Paradise/Le Voyage in Nantes in 2013.

Alioum Moussa, Bessengue Douala, La passerelle, SUD-Salon Urbain de Douala, 2007. Photo by Sandrine Dole.

CULTURE AND SAFETY IN AFRICA 
LEARNINGS FROM DOUALA
Chiara Somajni, Kamiel Verschuren and Iolanda Pensa

WHOSE UTOPIA IS IT, ANYWAY?
In the days and weeks after [government sanctioned] “Operation Murambatsvi-
na” (Clear the Filth) was launched on May 19, 2005, police burnt, bulldozed 
and destroyed tens of thousands of properties around the country. The destruc-
tions resulted in the mass evictions of urban dwellers from housing structures 
and the closure of various informal sector businesses throughout the country. 
According to the United Nations, 700,000 people – nearly 6 percent of the total 
population – have been forcibly evicted from their homes, made homeless or lost 
their source of livelihood since May 19. The evictions and demolition of houses 
and markets stalls, and the manner in which they were carried out, constitute 
serious human rights violations.

"Clear The Filth": Mass Evictions And Demolitions In Zimbabwe 
The Implementation of Operation Murambatsvina (Clear the Filth)  

Human Rights Watch, Sep 2005

A similar fate befell the vendors (though perhaps not on the Zimbabwean 
scale) in downtown Johannesburg with their mass eviction in 2013,  
Agbogbloshie June 4 market [Accra, Ghana] during the July 2015 dem-
olitions; and the tenants of the Nakivubo Parkyard Market in Kampala, 
Uganda who, in March 2017 woke up to the bulldozing of the structures 
that were, for many, their entire livelihood.

Many African urban spaces remain oppressive in the 21st century, a legacy 
of colonialism on the continent. Emerging communities, economies and 
structures that should have taken hold in the immediate post-colonial era 
were and continue to be marginalised into informality by the “template” 
that we continue to aspire to. This is reflected in our use of urban areas, 
with the hierarchical tension between spaces such as markets and malls, and 
between modern African hybrids such as Mobile Money kiosks, and banks.

THE GRIOT INTROSPECT
Namata Serumaga-Musisi

Cities take the form of a rigid, insufficient mould, rarely meeting the needs 
of their fast growing, dynamic populations. The inhabitants, unphased by 
this rigidity, continuously move around and adapt, flowing through and 
filling the gaps created by imported urbanity, thus highlighting its failures, 
particularly in spaces where they are not allowed to flow.

As urban creatives living in and observing these spaces, we find ourselves with 
the unique opportunity for introspection. A new equilibrium must be sought.

THE AGE OF MULTIPLICITY
The urban dweller of the post colonial age goes through life straddling a 
razor thin line dividing the perceived modern – too often read “Western” 
– and our inherent identity, a traditional, yet forever evolving, morphing, 
breathing identity. Every action is the result of a number of conscious and 
subconscious decisions based on this fluid identity and the global – and 
therefore no longer foreign – identity.

Nowhere is this multiplicity so clearly expressed as it is in our cities. We 
live out our urban lives in an infrastructure constructed and designed by 
and for a different age and inhabitant. The functionality of the Physical 
City must often be questioned as we face the violence of navigating this 
alien structure imposed on our reality by authoritarian figures, in the 
name of ambiguously defined modernization and development.

The Living City, on the other hand, tells a different story; the inhabitants 
act as fillers, flowing through rigid infrastructure and challenging all 
restrictions and channels, daily recreating and reinforcing more dynamic 
solutions to our needs. The street vendor at the intersection notorious for 

Madina Market in Accra, Ghana. N. Serumaga-Musisi, 2016.

Tema Station Market in Accra, Ghana. N. Serumaga-Musisi, 2016.

N. Serumaga-Musisi, 2017.

Shoe Shopping in Lomé, Togo. N. Serumaga-Musisi, 2016.

The Griot Introspect
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Along with Luanda in Angola and Johannesburg in South Africa, the ar-
tistic production of public art in Douala has been the focus of the research 
project titled Mobile A2K: Culture and Safety in Africa. Documenting 
and assessing the impact of cultural events and public art on urban safety, 
led by the Department for Environment Constructions and Design Lab-
oratory of Visual Culture of the University of Applied Sciences and Arts 
of Southern Switzerland (SUPSI). The investigation focused on public art 
produced between 1991 and 2013 and related cultural events, and measured 
their impact through qualitative interviews with various key stakeholders, 
observations, visual documentation (both locally and aerially) as well as by 
reviewing literature, official documents, statistics and cultural policies. It 
presents three quite different case studies: artworks produced within the 
JDA-Johannesburg Development Agency regeneration and upgrade plans, 
the Luanda Triennial and doual’art. Johannesburg has a publicly funded art 
programme for urban regeneration purposes, which was initiated in 2001 
with the aim of creating meaningful and safe public spaces. The Luanda Tri-
ennial, conceived and directed by the artist Fernando Alvim and assumed 
by researchers to be an urban scale public art intervention, was established in 
2003 as a post-war strategy to promote conflict resolution, and is supported 
financially by local sponsors. In Douala the key actor is doual’art, which 
developed its own public art programme with the objective to transform the 
city, its identity and the way dwellers perceive themselves within the city and 
the world at large, funded through international grants. 

The main finding of the research project shows a positive correlation be-
tween the presence of public art and the safety of their location. For the 
purpose of the investigation, urban safety is understood in terms of higher 
livability, civil cohabitation and social cohesion, all of which contribute to 
crime prevention and reduction of urban threats. Qualitative and quantita-
tive methodologies were applied to compare urban safety before and after 
the artistic interventions. In general, public artworks increased urban safety, 
in both direct and indirect ways. The impact is evident in cases where the 
interventions were meant to have a structural-functional role, for instance 
involving the production of bridges, provision of clean water or covering of 
open gutters with wooden planks. Alioum Moussa’s La passerelle de Bessengué 
from 2005 is one such example. The artist designed guardrails alongside the 
gangway that bridges the stream of the Mboppi and thereby improved the 
connection of the Bessengue-Akwa quarter to the city.

The impact of such interventions varies depending on the nature of the artworks 
and the locations: proximity artworks (that is, architectural installations with 
specific functions, located close to the living places of marginalised neighbour-
hoods), artworks in passageways, large-scale sculptures and monuments in pub-
lic squares and roundabouts. Artistic interventions convey the idea that the sites 
they are situated in are maintained and cared for. This is appreciated by dwellers 
quite independently from the works’ intrinsic artistic value. Artworks placed in 
passageways have shown to be the most effective means to generate added value 
for the communities: they create a shared space that people can strongly relate to 
and help to generate a sense of humanity, ownership, empowerment, active citi-
zenship, value and sense of pride. For example, Hervé Yamguen’s Les Mots Écrits 
de New-Bell from 2008-2010 included the participation of three rappers in the 
area of New-Bell Ngangue, where the artist lives. Neon tubes were installed on 
the walls of buildings in the area, depicting snippets of texts by the young people 
describing their everyday relationships with water. Tracey Rose focused on the 
environmental challenges of the city. She worked in a courtyard of a school in 
New-Bell Ngangue, where she realised a mural painting and a small garden 
entitled Oasis. Significantly, these are also cases where the communities, often 
living in informal settings, have to be deeply involved in the process, for example 
to negotiate for land to be used for the project. The same is true for proximi-
ty artworks, such as Lucas Grandin’s Le Jardin Sonore de Banamouti created 
in 2010. This “sound garden” is as much a sonic as an architectural piece, in 
constant interaction with the surrounding biotope, the city and its inhabitants. 
Interventions in roundabouts and squares have instead often been perceived as 
a statement and as a result have been regularly contested. A prime example of 
the controversial nature of these works is the violent reaction to what is today a 
landmark of Douala, the monumental installation La Nouvelle Liberté by Joseph 

Francis Sumégné. Sumégné began working on the twelve meter high sculpture 
of scrap metal in 1996 and completed it in 2007. He describes the work as a 
paraphrase of New York's Statue of Liberty. Locally it is referred to as “Nju-Nju 
du rondpoint”, the “Evil Spirit of the Roundabout”. Many inhabitants found La 
Nouvelle Liberté offensive, stating its “ugliness” did not represent the city in an 
appropriate way and even threatened doual’art for having commissioned and 
produced it. 

In the context of the Mobile A2K project, researcher Marta Pucciarelli 
also assessed the relationship of online and offline urban representations 
of Douala, exploring how the currently still quite detached relationship be-
tween the prevalent oral tradition and the increasing prominence of knowl-
edge in the digital realm is evolving over time. Her study showed how the 
Internet emphasises the economic and social disparities between those who 
have and those who don’t have access to resources. Culture, as promoted 
by doual’art especially, seems to be playing a significant role, here too, by 
generating interactions between online and offline representation of the city, 
showing overlapping social narratives and practices around cultural spaces. 
Pucciarelli’s research documents have inspired a new work by the Italian art-
ist Roberto Paci Dalò, titled Douala Flow which premieres at the  MAKING 
DOUALA 2007-2017 exhibition in Basel. The installation showcases a 
 series of dynamic maps representing the process of hybridization between 
the physical and the digital Douala, featuring voices and sounds from local 
radio stations to celebrate today's living city.

Chiara Somajni is an Italian journalist based in Berlin. 
Kamiel Verschuren is a conceptual interdisciplinary artist, curator, producer, 
 social activist and publicist based in Rotterdam.
Ioland Pensa is a researcher at the Department for Environment Constructions 
and Design, Laboratory of Visual Culture, of the University of Applied Sciences 
and Arts of Southern Switzerland (SUPSI). She is the principal investigator of the 
communication project Culture and Safety in Africa, which is based on the sci
entific research project Mobile access to knowledge. Culture and safety in  Africa, 
which she also leads. 

Hervé Yamguen, Les mots écrits de new-Bell, SUD-Salon Urbain de Douala, 2010. 
Photograph by Lard Buurman.

congestion ensures that commuters are watered. His colleagues provide 
everything from toilet paper, to airtime and chocolate. Thus the most 
marginalized [by design] of the populace become a living map of our 
needs in the hybrid state that is our existence.

With this wealth of dynamic information at our fingertips, our infrastruc-
ture should reflect the innovative nature of our inhabitance of space, yet 
we continue to import alien models in a misguided effort to prove our-
selves worthy in the global urban development discourse. We label mar-
kets and public transport systems “informal”, instead building [then aban-
doning] parking garage markets in commercially dead zones and bus stops 
for inadequate bus systems, all of which will be altered and repurposed by 
those they were intended for, before being labelled as problem areas in the 
next wave of government mandated development planning. We invest in 
unconnected development plans but do not engage the communities they 
impact. We reject – in structure but not in function – that which is truly 
representative of our needs, our way of life, identity, and take on outdated 
versions of models that continue to grow outside of us, thus guaranteeing 
ourselves a back seat in our own development.

In living this schizophrenic existence, in appreciating the innovative mea-
sures taken to ensure an [uncomfortable] equilibrium, one finds the oppor-

tunity to facilitate a more inclusive development dialogue that transcends 
generation, class and borders, for a manifested whole. This dialogue must 
be founded on a period of introspection, allowing all who engage a moment 
to reflect on space in all its embodiments, in the understanding that the 
Physical space can not be at odds with the Living, that for the Living space 
to manifest itself in intentional design, we must engage all aspects of our 
psychological, mental and virtual space, and that for us to truly engage, we 
must empower the primary informant in this dialogue – the citizen.

We must take the development narrative, and return it to those who live it.

EMPOWERING THE INTERSTITIAL
There exists a disconnect between the imported urban ideal and the lived 
reality. The world of the “informal” is possibly the only mediating element, 

the organic space where the needs of the citizen take priority. These spaces 
are structured, sustainable ecosystems that dominate economy and serve the 
communities who build them.

What if we were able to use these spaces as platforms for development di-
alogue and implementation? What if communities were the driving force 
behind development?

To begin this process of recalibration we must engage, deconstruct and 
 analyse African revolutionary thought, freeing it from the exclusive circles 
of academia and enriching it with the lived experiences of the majority. This 
is easily achieved, as the tradition of disseminating information and engag-
ing in dialogue in shared spaces, beginning with the griot, continues to be 
manifested in, among others, mobile community radios, market preachers, 
singers and actors. Across the Continent, preachers effectively share their 
faith with commuters, quoting biblical texts and leading in prayer and song 
from within the matatus of Nairobi and Kampala, the danfos of Lagos, as 
well as the trotro of Accra.

An established dialogue in which all parties have a voice would allow the 
urban creative to explore, engage and record the interstitial that is the infor-
mal, setting the foundation for various expressions of collected observations, 
installations that are living maps of the reality – recorded space as instal-
lation. In mapping the experienced space, the creative is able to identify 
hierarchies, issues, gaps, potential; in the process creating and leaving visual 
traces of this mapping – installation as intervention. The more permeable 
our physical, psychological, mental and virtual spaces become through this 
intervention, the more efficiently the greater community can engage with it, 
allowing the citizen, facilitated by the creative, to direct the development of 
their own space – intervention as space.

Namata SerumagaMusisi is a creative from the world of architecture, 
working to facilitate positive dialogue by creating spaces – physical and 
virtual – in which communites can thrive. She is the founder of The  Griot 
 Introspect, a growing series based in Accra, whose primary goal is to further 
open up access to the development dialogue, reactivating it in the rejected 
spaces of African urbanity. The Griot Introspect aims to reveal the latent 
potential found in the interstitial, and explore ways in which it can manifest 
itself in our creation and inhabitation of space. Trotro Preacher, the Griot 
Introspect’s f lagship project, presents minibus taxi commuters with an 
alternative gospel – the word of the revolutionary – engaging them in a 
historical dialogue and, through their lived experiences, contextualizing it 
in the present. Email: shefacilitates@gmail.com.

Speak English Always. Apam, Ghana. N. Serumaga-Musisi, 2016.

A tale of two cities. Accra, Ghana. N. Serumaga-Musisi, 2017.

Learnings From Douala




